FRANCE UNDERTAKES FURTHER LIBERALIZATION MEASURES

The French authorities have informed the GATT secretariat that under the terms of a Notice to importers published in the Journal Officiel of 31 December 1961 the following liberalization measures have been or will be undertaken. These apply to imports from former OEEC countries, Canada and the United States.

(a) **Items liberalized from 1 January 1962**

  Certain types of fatty industrial acids and industrial alcohols
  glycerine
  cocoa and certain cocoa items
  ethyl alcohol
  brandy, liqueurs and other spirits
  mechanical papers and paper board
  tractors, automobiles, chassis for automobiles, car bodies and spares
  clocks and movements for clocks.

(b) **Items to be liberalized from 1 April 1962**

  Fob watches, wrist watches, alarm clocks, clocks for automobiles,
  aircraft and ships
  watch movements, watch casings.

(c) **Items to be liberalized from 1 October 1962**

  Transmitting and receiving apparatus for radio telephony
  and radio telegraphy
  electric lamps, tubes and valves, including transistors.